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Next Meeting:
Tuesday, May 6, 6:00pm Bullock’s BBQ

2013

Program: Preparing for DurHamFest 2014
By: Paul VanDoren, KE4OXN
+Show & Tell
The important part of Tuesday’s program is final
planning for DurHamFest 2014. Find out how you
can help make our hamfest a success. There are
many ways you can help, starting with late Friday
afternoon/evening setup. Other opportunities to
pitch in include helping with the parking,
providing Talk-In from the MCU, helping at the
DFMA Club Table, helping prepare and sell food,
helping at the VE session, and finally, helping to
break down and clean up. Also part of early
morning setup and afternoon breakdown can
include helping some of the vendors unload and
load. Without the vendors, it wouldn’t be much of a
hamfest. We need your help!
Hamfest planning should use up just a part of our
meeting time, so there might be some time for
some Show & Tell. If you’ve got something new
or different handy, there may be some time for you.

President’s Corner
It was great seeing many club members and other
Ham friends at RARSfest. It seems to me that at least
half the fun of attending hamfests is visiting with old
friends and making new ones. Of course, bringing
home a new found treasure is also fun. I hope
everyone is planning on attending our own
DurHamFest on May 24th. It’s a great opportunity to
browse for some new additions to your shack, or just
enjoy one of Wilson’s burgers and visit with some
good friends. I look forward to seeing you there.
The outstanding club member I would like to
recognize this month is Tucker (KK4UNZ). Tucker is
one of the newest club members, and probably our
youngest member. In March, along with several other
DFMA members, Tucker attended the Creekside
Elementary Science Fair. Tucker assisted Lowell in
providing a hands-on ham radio experience for the
children and their parents that toured the MCU. At
RARSfest Tucker jumped in to help Dee for a time at
the DFMA table. Many of you have probably talked to
Tucker on one of our local repeaters. Tucker is always
extremely courteous and exhibits excellent “repeater
etiquette.” Even though he has been a ham for less

Tucker, K4UNZ, assisting at the club table at RARSFest
(John, KX4P, dealing with a customer in the background)
Image Courtesy of N4SKP

than a year, Tucker has already received an ARRL
Worked All States (WAS) certificate, and just recently
passed the amateur extra exam. We are fortunate to
have Tucker as a member of our club.
Hope to see you at DurHamFest on May 24th.
73, Skip, N4SP

DurHamFest 2014 - Almost Here!
Our 2014 DurHamFest is fast approaching! It will
take place on Saturday, May 24th. Everyone is invited
to attend, support our vendors, volunteer to assist,
and have great fellowship with local Hams from the
area. The location is the same as last year, Little River
Community Complex in Bahama.
The DurHamFest is sanctioned by the ARRL and is
listed on the ARRL Hamfest Calendar. It is also listed
in the SERA Journal Hamfest calendar. Our Flyers
have been distributed at several regional Hamfests,
including the recent Raleigh Hamfest. Your help with
getting the word out to friends and fellow hams is
needed as well.
There will be door prizes, food, and of course, many
deals on Ham related gear. FCC licensing will also be
available for upgrading and new Hams. Our MCU will
be on site for talk-in and for all to tour.
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Visit our website at dfma.org for more info.
Hope to see you there!

scared to death, but passed the material and both
receiving and sending at 5 WPM. Whew, that was

- Paul Van Doren, KE4OXN, Hamfest Chairman
DurHamFest in a Nut Shell:

40th Annual DurHamFest
Saturday, May 24, 2014
8:00 am - 2:00 pm
VE Testing -- Cash & Radio Prizes -- Food
Admission: $5.00
Tailgating: $5.00
Indoor Tables (6 ft): $10.00
Indoor Space (no table): $8.00
Talk-In: 147.225+ (backup 145.450-)
Little River Community Complex
8307 N. Roxboro Rd (Hwy US 501 N.),
Bahama, NC

Ham Bio – Rich Baldwin, KD6VK

Rich, KD6VK, ready to talk in his shack
Image courtesy of KD6VK

over, now the wait for the license. It was issued
I do not remember when I first got the interest in
sometime in 1955 and I have it around here
becoming a ham. I was in the 7th grade and was
somewhere. My call sign was to be KN6MHY. I had
quite friendly with an 8th grade boy that expressed
one year as I remember to get my code speed up to
an interest. We would go together to visit the two
13 WPM and upgrade to General. Well, other things
ham radio stores in
occupied my mind and I had pretty
Long Beach California,
lousy equipment, a homemade
Larry Lynde and Scott
Handbook 6L6 transmitter and a
Radio. I do remember
really marginal National SW 54
being impressed by the
receiver. I did make many
units and the multitude
contacts, but it seems that all of
of open bins with
them were quite local. I never did
electronic parts. I was
get any DX!!
able to obtain the Red
So, the license expired and the
and Black ARRL
grace period passed and once again
License Manual and
I was without a ham license. Then
master the material, ah
cars and girls took center stage in
but the code was tough.
my life so we fast forward to 1975.
The local radio club,
One day I had to fly out of LAX
the Associated Radio
airport but I arrived real early. I
Amateurs of Long
knew that Henry Radio had a store
Beach, put on a license
on Olympic Blvd., just a few miles
class in a fire station
north of the airport. I stopped in
near my home and my
and saw a Kenwood TS-520 that
parents drove me there
had been modified with a digital
and picked me up.
frequency display. I was wowed
They demonstrated
and told them that I would buy it
some Gonset
when I returned. They held it for
Communicators and
me and now I had a great radio and
Rich, KD6VK, with ticket #1 at Shelby
that really set me on
Image courtesy of KD6VK
no license. A fellow down the
fire about the hobby.
block from me got me up to speed
and
I
took
and
passed
the General and shortly
I remember clearly going down to the FCC office to
thereafter, the Advanced and began having real fun
take my test and meeting Dracula, my proctor. I was
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on phone. I guess I never was a real CW fan. The
General call was WA6NHU and the Advanced upgrade
produced the call I have today, KD6VK.
When the CW requirement was dropped from the
license system, I studied and upgraded to Extra at the
Shelby Hamfest. There were eight of us who took
exams that day and only two of us passed -- a
youngster to Technician and I with the Extra. All of
the others were not able to remember the actual
answers that were in the study guides. A 25%
passing rate is pathetic.
I live in South Durham and mostly work on tube
radios, both transmitters and receivers with a bench
full of test equipment. I have an HOA to deal with
regarding antennas, but they elected me President of
the HOA, so I do have permission to erect a tower if I
choose. I have a bunch of Collins radios and
participate as both buyer and seller at area hamfests.
I always spend the week at the Shelby hamfest. It is
quite a social event.
- Rich, KD6VK
(This is the fifth of an ongoing series of articles to help
everyone to get to know their fellow hams better.
While labeled as a Bio, it is really an autobiography.
That means you get to say what you want to. Please
send me your bio or material I can use to write it for
you. Thanks, Rich, for this one! )

Programming our New Repeater
Controller by Lowell Tieszen – KK4PH
A while ago (I won't say how long ago it was) our
repeater manager Charlie-NC4CD, asked me to do the
“programming” for the RLC Club Delux II controller
for the new repeater system being built to replace the
145.45 Mhz & 444.1 Mhz repeaters now located on
the VA Hospital in Durham. I downloaded the manual
to get an idea of how this “programming” worked.
The LINK controllers don't use a programming
language, as one would think of with branches and
loops, but rather actions defined in Macros, which are
initiated by events.
Sid W4QWM did the initial work to set this up on
both the Hillsborough Site, as well as what is now
running on the VA Hospital. My work has been made
easier because I have been able to take those scripts
written by Sid, and by reading the manual, tweak
them to work with our newer controller.
To better manage the files, the scripts were broken
up into several primary functional areas:

Autopatch/Speed Dial/Emergency Dial
- Control Operator Function
- 444.10 Repeater Setup
- 145.45 Repeater Setup
- Remote Base Setup
- IRLP Setup
Remote base seemed like the most fun so I started on
that. Working with Charlie, we configured the
controller so that from the 444.10 repeater, you will
be able to bring up a 2-meter transceiver. We
decided that we have the antenna and interface and
only needed a 220 Mhz transceiver to be able to also
have remote base function on that band as well.
Since I am active on 220 Mhz, I was motivated to do
the additional setup for the 220 Mhz remote base.
The Remote Base function is now pretty solid with 12
programmed 2-meter frequencies and three 220 Mhz
frequencies. We can add more, but since the antenna
is pretty high we have to be a bit careful that we don't
bring up too many repeaters on any one frequency. I
think this will be fun and useful to talk into distant
2-meter or 1.3-meter repeaters from your car or
handheld.
The younger DFMA members may not even
remember a time without cellphones, but the
Autopatch function was very cool when we were the
few that could make a telephone call from anywhere.
Autopatch is little used now, but I believe is justified
to keep. I used it about a year ago when I was to
meet my wife Sharyn -KB4WFW, for dinner. She
wasn't showing up, and my cellphone battery was
dead. I used the Autopatch that evening to let her
know where I was and we eventually got together.
There might be times when cellphones might not
work and we would have the landline on the
autopatch available. It's been difficult because this
little used function has taken so long to set up and get
to work. Apparently the specifications for telephone
switches have changed and now the voltage can drop
on the line for about 1/5 second at some point
causing the repeater controller to think the other end
hung up the line – so it ends the call before it is even
starts. I'm still working on this.
The announcements are next. There are three types
of announcements. 1 – CW announcements when
voice would be disruptive, 2 – Synthesized spoken
voice, 3 – Recorded DVR (Digital Voice Recorder)
tracks. Adriano-KV7D and Charlie-NC4CD developed
an interface to get good quality voice recordings into
the DVR and a few are loaded and will be used.
There are four sets of announcements. 1- normal, 2 “Meeting Tomorrow”, 3  “Meeting Tonight”, and 4 -
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hamfest. They can be switched manually and if we're
cleaver enough maybe we can eventually program
the “scheduler” to switch the announcements. Look
for some variety and if you have ideas for how to
liven-up what we hear on the repeater
announcements, let Charlie or Adriano know.
IRLP is being interfaced by Adriano and Charlie. The
computer is adjacent to the controller but not yet
connected. IRLP, and hopefully Echolink, will
provide the 444.10 repeater the ability to participate
in connections to other local or distant repeater
systems.

June (when they will issue the next round of
invitations ham clubs near the route). Not all details
need be worked out, but a strong commitment to see
this through is needed. The complete text of the
invitation letter and a route map are shown at the
end of this Link. Have a look!

RARSfest DFMA Table
We all owe Dee (KU4GC) a big thanks for manning
the DFMA table at RARSfest. For the majority of the
day Dee handled the sales by himself. He did a great
job keeping track of member sale items as well as the

Someone recently asked at a club meeting when this
repeater would go up. I have only put in a fraction of
the time that Charlie has invested in this project. It's
always difficult to estimate schedules when we all
have other responsibilities in our lives that take time
away from a project like this. What I can tell you is
that we have by far, most of the work behind us and
progress is again being made.
I am also working on a User Manual so we can all
operate the repeater when it is in place.
If you would like to know more about the controller
and how it is programmed, please find the manual,
look for RLC Club Delux Manual V2.15. In reading the
manual you might be interested to find out how our
ports are configured:
- Port1 – 444.10 Repeater
- Port2 – 145.45 Repeater
- Port3 – Control receiver
- Port4 – Doug Hall Remote Base with Kenwood
2-meter and 220 Mhz transceivers
If you want to help and be involved with setting up
and maintaining the controller, then let Charlie or me
(Lowell) know.

Bankhead Convoy Special Event
Station?
As Dee, KU4GC, reported in the Board Meeting
Minutes, the DFMA has been contacted as a possible
participant in the fall 2015 Bankhead Convoy
reenactment. The convoy, operated by the Military
Vehicles Preservation Association (MVPA.org), will
actually stop overnight in Durham. The goal is to
have special event stations along the way. At the
Board Meeting, there was definite interest shown by
a few Board members. It will probably take a
reasonably sized team to pull this off. If you are at all
interested, let us know. Fall 2015 is still a ways off,
but the organizers would like a yes/no reply before

Dee, KU4GC, getting stuff out to sell
Image courtesy of N4SKP

donation items to DFMA. Not only did he have to
display and keep track of the sale items, he had to get
them there the day before. Just another example of
Dee’s commitment to the success of the DFMA.
- Skip, N4SKP

Board Meeting Minutes
(draft, not yet approved)
Durham FM Association (DFMA)
DFMA Board Meeting - 4/15/14 - KU4GC, Secretary
Location: 1920 Front Street, Durham
Attending: Skip, N4SKP, president; Michael, KE4EIB,
vice president; MK, W4MKR, treasurer; Dee, KU4GC,
secretary; Charlie, NC4CD, repeater manager; Pete,
K4PHS at large member; Dan, KR4UB, at large
member; Karen, KD4YJZ, at large member; Ken,
KI4QXJ, at large member; Bob, W4RWC, past
president; Dave, W4SAR, field day coordinator;
Lowell, KK4PH, DC ARES and co-MCU manager.
President - Skip, N4SKP, called the meeting to order
at 7:05pm.
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The 3/18/14 Board minutes and the 4/1/14 Club
Meeting minutes were unanimously approved as
distributed.
REPORTS
Vice President - Michael, KK4EIB
Michael reported that the May meeting will focus on
preparing for DurHamFest but there may be time for
“Show and Tell”. The June meeting will focus on Field
Day preparation. He also reminded people that we
will be having an election soon -- start thinking of and
recruiting candidates.
Treasurer - MK, W4MKR

Current members: 67 are paid up so far for this year.
Secretary - Dee, KU4GC
- Dee again brought up the idea of sending out a
monthly list of all members and recent members
showing the dues status of each person. OCRA has
been doing that for some time now and it is deemed a
great success. It could be a good reminder but it
would also put some social pressure on people in
arrears. Dee felt that he wanted full Board support
for doing this. There was general support for this
with not a single objection. Dee will come up with a
mechanism for generating these reports. (The
information is already on the DFMA web page, by call
sign only. This would be more overt and emailed to
all.)
- Dee reported he had received email through the
DFMA web site asking if the Club would be interested
in becoming involved with the Bankhead Convoy in
the fall of 2015. The event will retrace the route of
the second Transcontinental Motor Convoy of 1920.
The idea would be to have special event stations
along the route (similar to events like the popular
Route 66). Durham is the first overnight stop after
Washington, DC, the start of the convoy. Several
Board members including Dan and Skip showed
interest in participating in something like this. The
consensus was that we should take it to the
membership and include it in the next Link.
- There had been some talk about getting the MCU to
the Efland Cheeks Science event in May. Since
there has not been any direct request to the DFMA
and there is the suspicion that the hope is to make
the focus be their HF station in the classroom, not
some vehicle outside, it was decided not to do
anything else on that.

- There was no participation in Touch A Truck in
Durham. At least one member/driver suggested that
there was interest in going to the Touch A Truck in
Chapel Hill. (The DFMA participated in the event
there two years ago.) The Board unanimously
approved the use of the MCU at the Chapel Hill
Touch a Truck event, provided a DFMA member
takes the lead and organizes support and driver(s).
- Dee asked for and received unanimous approval
to handle the prizes and food for DurHamFest in
similar manner to previous years.
Repeater Manager - Charlie, NC4CD
Charlie reported that there was word that the
Thompson lawyers had talked to Crown Castle but
there still is no clear movement. He is still confident
that something will be worked out.
Field Day Coordinator - Dave, W4SAR
Dave reported that everything had been approved by
OE Enterprises for our Field Day use. However, the
insurance issues have not yet been resolved so he has
obtained approval to use the previous site at
Blackwood Farms should the insurance not work out.
That has various terrain disadvantages. Lad, W4ORD,
is also checking out the possibility of using the field
and parking lot to the left (when seen from the access
road) of OE Enterprises. We used that parking lot
last year but the field had been fenced off for
construction purposes. That would give us roughly
the same field size as last years but there would be
power lines at one edge. It would give us only one of
the two parking lots.
There was a very long discussion about the
insurance issues led by Dan, KR4UB, who is also the
OCRA treasurer and who took care of all Field Day
related insurance issues last year. There have been
serious communications problems with the ARRL
recommended insurance, Hayes. Discussions have
been initiated with Terry Moore, WD4CEE, a DFMA
member whose is also an insurance agent. Charlie,
NC4CD, also offered to talk to some of the insurance
people his company uses if Terry does not come up
with a solution.
Since Dan may not always be available, the Board
voted unanimously to delegate Dee and MK to
step in and help move the Field Day insurance
issues if needed.
Dan also reported he had talked to Karl Bowman,
W4CHX, who is now the ARRL Area 10 section
manager. The issues for the ARRL are the insurance
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company’s 1. Lack of responsiveness. 2. The possible
need for higher levels of insurance for special events.
(The standard limits seem to be $1 million per
incident/$2 million total. We have been asked for $5
million coverage by OE Enterprises.) 3. Lack of
supporting paperwork such as copies of the policy.
NEW BUSINESS
Lowell, KK4PH, reported that with Rhett, KK4PH, and
Dee, KU4GC, he had taken possession of a gift of ham
gear from Aimee Tattersall, KA4YNQ, which
constitutes the ham radio estate of her late husband,
Derek, KO4T. Derek was a long-time DFMA member.
It was moved and unanimously approved that
Lowell and Dee be authorized to sell this
equipment through RARSfest and DurHamFest,
using the established procedures used in selling
previous gifts of this type. (The goal of such
procedures is to sell things at a fair market price as
far as can be established for used, often fairly old
equipment.) Lowell had done an inventory and had
suggested some prices in preparation for RARSfest.
Meeting adjourned at 8:23pm.

Club Meeting Minutes
Durham FM Association (DFMA)
DFMA Meeting - 4/1/14 - KU4GC Secretary
Location: Bullock’s BBQ, Durham
Attending: Steve, W3AHL; Dewey, WA4AHR; Wilson,
W4BOH; Mike, KK4BPH; Dick, KK4CCX; Charlie,
NC4CD; Dan, KK4DMS; Michael, KK4EIB; Dee,
KU4GC; MK, W4MKR; Rhett, KE4HIH; Joanna,
KE4QOZ; Jim, W4KSZ; Linda, KF4LJZ; Duke, K2MZ;
Nancy; Tony, K1OC; Ted; Banks, W4OFZ; Tim, KJ4OLI;
Tucker, KK4UNZ; Jim, WA4OPI; Gail; Lad, W4ORD;
Vic, K0OUX; Ken, KI4QXJ; Bill, KI4RAN; Pres; Kitty;
Dick, WA2ROC; Bob, W4RWC; Skip, N4SKP; Dan,
KR4UB; Don, KE4UVJ; Rich, KD6VK; Dave, NA4VY;
Paul, N2XZF; Jim, WB4YYY; Sue, KA4AVM;
A total of 39 attending, 35 of them hams.
President - Skip, N4SKP, called the meeting to order
at 7:00 pm and opened the activities with the
traditional self introductions.
REPORTS
Vice President - Michael, KK4EIB
No report.
Treasurer - MK, W4MKR

Members: 66 in good standing (who had paid 2014
dues by the end of the meeting)
Secretary - Dee, KU4GC
- He announced the next VE Testing session will be on
Saturday, 4/12.
- He showed off the new small (2’ x 3’) vinyl DFMA
banner which cost $14.
- He read email from John Greene, KX4P, who is
looking for a ride to Dayton and is willing to share
expenses. He is also willing to share room expenses
(already reserved).
- He also passed on the Field Day Report for Dave,
W4SAR, who was not able to attend. He is contacting
band captains from last year. Assuming some
insurance issues are solved, we have the same site as
last year with much more space. Dave is also
planning to move to 20m phone with Lad, W4ORD.
This leaves digital open (to the relief of some who
notice interference).
Repeater Manager - Charlie, NC4CD
The new lease for “The Hill” is still waiting for a
response from Mr. Thompson’s lawyers.
MCU - Wilson, W4BOH
Wilson reported that this morning he was driving the
MCU to Pope Tire Company in Cedar Grove to get
new tires. He got a flat on the road and had to leave
the MCU at the side of the road in not really a safe
place. A tow truck will need to be called since we do
not have a spare (or a jack, for that matter). The
group worried about the costs incurred in taking care
of all this until Wilson reminded the group of the
current date.
Announcement - Linda - KF4LJZ
Linda relayed a message she had received from
Joseph, KF4QYY:
“Doggy/Human Fashion Show and Contest”
The entire community is invited to a Dog Fashion
Show on SATURDAY, April 12, 2014 from 9:00 am to
12:00 pm at American Legion Post 7 located at 406 E.
Trinity Ave, Durham, NC 27701.
Please come support our troops by entering the dog
fashion show contest. Dress you and your canine in
the best costume to win a fabulous prize.
The entry fee is $10 for contest participants. Contact
hamoody@ncsu.edu to enter.
Admission is free for spectators. You may also visit
the events page on our website
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Door Prizes
Don, KE4UVJ, won 12V cigarette lighter to USB
adapter and Kitty (mother of KI4RAN) won a 110
VAC multitap adapter.
Program: Autonomous Radio Controlled Drones
by Michael North, KK4EIB
Michael presented a very interesting program
including some of the history of drones and leading
up to his experiments with quadcopters. He passed
around a small unit that sells for about $50 from
Amazon. He related how he had lost control of this
one and it ended up on the roof of a six story
building. He showed a picture of a much larger unit
he is working with. He systematically went through
some of the problems and issues in this field and
how he was dealing with them.
Meeting adjourned.

Letter from the Bankhead Convoy
Special Event Organizers
April 3, 2014
Hello Fellow Amateur Radio Enthusiasts!
Your Ham Radio group is invited to participate in a
brand new “Special Event” that is currently in the
preliminary planning stages and scheduled during
the fall of 2015.
First, some background information. The Military
Vehicle Preservation Association (MV PA) is a
national club for the military vehicle hobby. Their
website is: MVPA.org. In 2009, they conducted a
“Transcontinental Motor Convoy”. Or, to be more
precise- they “retraced” a historic convoy of the real
military convoy from Washington D.C. to San
Francisco, CA- that had it’s place in history 90 years
earlier in 1919. The 2009 event was such a success,
that plans were set in motion to “follow” other
historic military convoys, by hosting a new convoy
route every 3 years. In 2012 they celebrated the 70th
Anniversary of the Alaskan Canadian Highway with a
convoy from Dawson Creek, British Columbia to Delta
Junction, Alaska and back to Dawson Creek.
Which brings us to the convoy route for 2015. The
MVPA Cross Country Convoy Team has chosen the
Bankhead Highway for their next convoy. From
Washington DC. to San Diego, CA, this convoy will
retrace the second Transcontinental Motor Convoy of
1920, then under the command of Col. John F.
Franklin.

Map of the Bankhead Convoy Route

As individual members of both the MVPA and the
ARRL, my husband Joe- (KA4WJB) & I (CarolKA4WJR) were hoping to find a way to combine ham
radio with the upcoming 2015 convoy, and we think
we have laid the groundwork for a great ham radio
“Special Event”. Two of the most popular ham radio
special event stations- the “Route 66” and “13
Colonies” special events that take place each year,
generate a lot of interest for their week-long events.
We have been granted the approval of the MVPA
Convoy Committee to “link” ham radio special event
stations to their Bankhead 2015 convoy.
Your group can become part of this historic convoy
recreation. We are seeking ham radio clubs and
operators along the 2015 convoy route that would be
interested in “operating” special event stations at
various locations along the planned route. As one of
the clubs close to one of the planned overnight
stopping points along the route, your club is invited
to participate.
19 September — depart Washington, DC
19 September — King’s Dominion, VA
20 September — Durham, NC
21 September — Charlotte, NC
22 September — Rest day in Charlotte
23 September — Anderson, SC
24 September — Villa Rica, GA
25 September — Birmingham, AL
26 September — Rest day in Birmingham
27 September — Rest day in Birmingham
28 September — Oxford, MS
29 September — Helena, AR
30 September — Hot Springs, AR
1 October — Rest day in Hot Springs
2 October — Paris, TX
3 October — Garland, TX
4 October —— Fort Worth, TX
5 October — Rest day in Fort Worth
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6 October — Eastland, TX
7 October — Sweetwater, TX
8 October — Midland, TX
9 October — Van Horn, TX
10 October — Deming, NM
11 October — Rest day in Deming
12 October — Douglas, AZ
13 October — Tucson, AZ
14 October — Gila Bend, AZ
15 October — PM rest in Yuma
16 October — El Centro, CA
17 October — San Diego, CA
18 October — disband in San Diego
The convoy will depart September 19th, 2015
Washington D.C. and will drive to San Diego, CA (average speed will be 35 mph)- ending on October
18th, 2015. We foresee that clubs will want to
operate in many different ways - for as little as one
day on the actual day the convoy stops for the night
in your area, weekends only, or even throughout the
entire 29 day convoy duration! We think clubs will
want to set up “field day portable” style and operate
all day at one of the nightly stopping point locations(usually at fairground type locations), or operate
from individual members homes or club stations
throughout the convoy month.

incorporate our ham radio information into their
postings, and we will do the same. We hope to
generate a lot of interest- in the Ham Radio
community, the Military community, Antique Vehicle
hobbyists, Veterans, etc.
Please join us! Please contact us ASAP- we have a lot
of plans to make! This advance letter is only being
sent to one club near each of the 24 stopping points.
Please respond-even if you cannot participate- so we
can search for another group in your area to invite.
Our group- Sun Country Amateur Radio SocietySCARS- owns and operates a local repeater in Marion
County, Florida. Visit our website: WWW.l46970.com.
You can also visit qrz.com- for my personal pageKA4WJR- for more information about our recent
successful lighthouse activation (and the planned
repeat activation in August 2014). The ham radio
convoy information Will be forthcoming as details
are determined.
Hope to hear from you very soon!
Carol Scoglio, KA4WJR
31 Lake Wood Circle
Ocala, FL 34482

We are still in the preliminary planning stages. Even
though this is scheduled for the fall of 2015, there is a
lot of planning ahead of us. We hope to find clubs or
individuals that are willing and excited about joining
us. As you can see by the information above- there
are 24 stopping point locations along the planned
route. At a minimum- we hope to sign up one club for
each state along the convoy route. Ideally, we hope to
get someone to operate fiom each of the 24 stopping
point locations. We would want each local “special
event station” to offer qsl cards for the qso contacts
and to consider obtaining similar special event call
signs. At the top level— our group would offer the
special certificates, with “bonus station”
endorsements and “clean sweep” opportunitiescombining the best parts of the “Route 66” and “13
Colonies” special events.

Buy – Sell – Trade

We have a lot of details to work out yet, but the
success of this event will depend upon all of the local
ham radio groups along the convoy route! We hope
your group can see the exciting prospect of joining us
for this one time historic event- the next convoy2018 will take a different route across the country!

Web Site: dfma.org

The MVPA Convoy will have their own website, and
we will have our separate website for the Ham Radio
“link” to their convoy. They have agreed to

Wanted: Dead Microwave Ovens
I can use dead/dying/unwanted microwave ovens.
The power transformers can be used for power
supply construction. Thanks.
Wilson – W4BOH

Upcoming Events (dfma.org for details)
5/6
5/12
5/12
5/20
5/24
6/3

6pm DFMA Meeting, Bullock’s BBQ
7pm VE Session, Orange County EOC
7pm OCRA Meeting, Orange County EOC
7pm DFMA Board Meeting
8am DurHamFest, LRCC, Bahama
6pm DFMA Meeting, Bullock’s BBQ

73 - Dee, KU4GC, Editor
- MK, W4MKR, Proofreader
Send copy to ku4gc@amsat.org
Deadline: one week before the Club Meeting
(Images and copy: KU4GC or as credited)

